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Regula pro illis qui canere nesciunt (Latin) / Regola per quelli che non sanno cantare (Italian translation) /
(Rules for those who cannot sing): The book is intended for the six-course lute, with the uppermost line of the
tablature representing the contrabasso. The numbers on the line indicate where to touch the frets: a 0 indicates an
open string, a 1 the first fret, and so on. To avoid confusion, the tenth fret is indicated with a Roman numeral X. 
An X with one dot above it equals the eleventh fret; two dots above an X indicate the twelfth (highest) fret. 
The numbers are not all given the same rhythmic value but are proportioned as indicated by the signs written above
them. The vertical line (|, or a semibreve) indicates the measure and must be played at a slow enough tempo to
facilitate the performance of four quicker note values (stems with one, two, three, and four flags). Each of these is
half the value of the preceding sign. A dot beside a rhythm sign increases the rhythmic value of that sign by half.
Signs with curved flags indicate triplets (three of these equal the | sign); signs with backwards flags indicate
quintuplets (five equal the | sign). Right-hand fingering is indicated with dots directly below the numbers: no dot
equals a downwards stroke with the thumb, a dot equals an upward stroke with a finger. In playing chords, 
of course, the thumb plays the bass and the fingers the upper notes (which are not given dots).

Marco Dall’Aquila ‘La Battaglia’: Music for lute, volume 2

The late 15th century saw several significant changes in the lute’s morphology. The move from 
five-course to six-course instruments coincided with more extensive polyphonic writing and led 
to a gradual abandonment of the use of the plectrum for plucking the strings, in favour of the 
fingers. Although the plectrum was suited to playing monodic passages, it proved inadequate 
for polyphonic compositions.

It is likely that there was an intermediate stage in the development of lute technique, where players
experimented with using a plectrum and their fingers simultaneously and interactively, with the
former used for monodic passages and the latter used to play multiple parts at once. However, this
‘mixed technique’ was soon abandoned in favour of the organic use of nothing but the fingers of 
the right hand, coinciding with a repertoire increasingly laden with motets and vocal madrigals.

In the 15th century lutenists played from ordinary mensural notation, improvising on it and
adapting the music to suit the quirks of their instrument and their personal requirements. The first
examples of tablature for lute date from the early 16th century, and from that point onwards this
system was adopted for writing and circulating lute music. Tablature is a graphical way of representing
the strings and frets that is as simple as it is ingenious, allowing pieces to be reproduced without
requiring notation.

Francesco Spinacino’s Intabolatura de lauto Libro Primo (‘Lute Tablature Book One’) and
Intabolatura de lauto Libro Secondo (‘Lute Tablature Book Two’), published in Venice in 1507 by
Ottaviano Petrucci da Fossombrone, provided the first printed publications of a true milestone in
Western instrumental music. These were followed in a short period of time by books by Giovanni
Maria Alemanni (now lost), Joan Ambrosio Dalza and Franciscus Bossinensis, all printed by Petrucci.

These books contained a detailed explanation in both Latin and Italian on how to decipher the
tablature, entitled ‘Rules for those who cannot sing’ (i.e. those who cannot read mensural notation).
These people could now access and perform pieces for lute using tablature. Since the lute had become
established as a fashionable instrument utilised to play an ever-expanding repertoire – both solo and
as an accompaniment for voice – from dances, ricercars and fantasias through to the better-known
polyphonic compositions, both sacred and secular, this system therefore also met the needs of
amateur lutenists.



In this period of rapid musical development the ricercar compositional form had become
emblematic of the avant-garde of the time, alongside dance music and ‘paraphrases’ of liturgical 
and secular vocal music. And it was at this time that the works for lute by Marco Dall’Aquila, 
an ‘excellent musician and lute player who vied for greatness with the illustrious Francesco
Milanese’ (Fonticulano, pp. 106f.), rose to prominence.

Born in the L’Aquila region in around 1480, he most probably settled in Venice where, on 
11 March 1505, he requested and obtained a ten-year licence to print and sell lute tablature, as
recorded in the State Archives of Venice. (Cancelleria ducale, reg. 23). In his petition, addressed to
the Doge and his ‘most wise council’, Marco stressed that he had ‘developed a method of printing
tablature for those who take pleasure in playing the lute, a noble instrument appropriate for true
gentlemen, which can score any song for lute with the utmost industry and art’. As he had not
managed to print his works, probably for financial reasons, he requested that no one else be
permitted to print and sell lute tablature in Venice and the surrounding area.

Despite this Marco’s works did not, unfortunately, receive the printed publication they deserved,
and we can only hypothesise that his editorial project is contained within the pages of the Herwarth
manuscripts, held at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich. Arthur Ness wrote that the Herwarth
manuscript in many ways reflects the formal structure of printed books, for example in the compact
and coherent nature of the section attributed to Marco and the ordering of the pieces by genre. Many
compositions bear Marco Dall’Aquila’s name in abbreviated form, including the acronym MD.LA,
whilst others can reasonably be ascribed to him due to their unique stylistic features.

Although there is no documentary proof, it is likely that the transcripts of Marco’s music reached
the Herwarths through the Fondaco dei Tedeschi, the living quarters of the German merchants 
in Venice, of which Pandolfo Herwarth was consul in 1537, given that there are other documented
examples of music and musicians being exchanged between Venice and Germany through 
this building.

A letter from Giovanni Spataro sent to the Venetian organist Marco Antonio Cavazzoni provides
interesting information on Marco’s skill, including his knowledge of theory, and on his musical
activities in Venice. The letter refers to a discussion between Spataro and Pietro Aaron regarding
temperament issues for a composition by Adrian Willaert, during which Aaron states that he has
discussed Spataro’s ideas with Marco due to his excellent knowledge of the subject, despite his being
a practical rather than a theoretical musician.
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Recercar [15] in the Herwarth manuscript (D-Mbs. Mus.ms.266, p.21r)
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The preface written by Marcolini da Forlì for an anthology of compositions by Francesco 
Da Milano, Intabolatura de liuto de diversi, con la Battaglia, et altre cose bellissime, di Messer
Francesco Da Milano (‘Various pieces of lute tablature, including “La Battaglia” and other excellent
works by Francesco Da Milano’, Venice, Francesco Marcolini, 1536) mentions Marco alongside
Alberto Da Ripa and Francesco as an exponent of a new, modern style, in contrast to the old style,
represented most notably by Giovanni Alemanni and Giovanni Testagrossa. Marcolini also
announced the release of a new anthology, which, significantly, was also meant to include some of
Marco’s compositions. Unfortunately, however, there is no record of this work ever being published.

Marco Dall’Aquila’s name appears for the final time in a letter from Pietro Aretino to Paulus
Manutius (Venice, 9 December 1537), where he is mentioned as ‘my lord Marco da l’Aquila’. 
After this date there are no further records of him, and the place and date of his death are still
unknown; the best we can do is hypothesise. From the dates available, Marco seems to have 
worked as a composer and potentially as a publisher between 1505 and at least 1536, the year 
that Francesco Da Milano’s first works were published, along with the first printed anthology,
Intabolatura di liuto de diversi Autori (‘Lute tablature by various authors’), which includes three
long fantasias of high quality and technical difficulty composed by Marco.

The originality of Marco’s writing, which is always idiomatic in the way it explores the lute’s
range of sounds and expressive potential, is balanced between the 15th-century mastery of
improvisation and the new trend towards polyphony inspired by vocal music. Recently, lutenists
have shown renewed interest in Marco’s compositions. Unfortunately the long-awaited critical
edition with a transcription in modern notation by Arthur Ness, the result of thirty years of 
research and development, was never completed.

The entire corpus of Marco’s music can be found in a 2014 publication by the UK-based 
The Lute Society. The collection, entitled The Collected Lute Music of Marco Dall’Aquila, edited 
by Denys Stephens and John H. Robinson and produced in French tablature without a transcription
in musical notation, includes a wide-ranging and detailed introduction, notes and concordances and
a comprehensive bibliography covering the historical sources and modern editions.
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This recording of the works of Marco Dall’Aquila is based on a personal revision of the Munich
manuscripts (D-Mbs. 266, 267) with reference to the research cited above, and is played on the 
six-course lute, which was already well established at the time. The recording was made in 2015 by
Antonio Verderi in the natural acoustics of the Villa ‘Mauriziano’, the home of Italian poet
Ludovico Ariosto.

The numbering given in square brackets for each track refers to the numbering in the Herwarth
manuscripts.
� Sandro Volta
Translation: Ian Mansbridge

Essential reading:

E. Lowinsky, ‘Adrian Willaert’s Chromatic “Duo” Re-examined’, in Tijdschrift van de Vereniging voor 

Nederlandse Muziekgeschiedenis, XVIII (1956), pp. 1–36 (letter from G. Spataro to M.A. Cavazzoni)

I.P. Fonticulano, Breve descrittio di sette città illustri d’Italia, L’Aquila 1582, pp. 106f.

A. Ness, The Herwarth lute manuscript at the Bavarian State Library, Munich: a bibliographical study with 

emphasis on the works of M. dall’A. and Melchior Mewsidler, Diss., New York University, 1984

H.C. Slim, The keyboard ricercar and fantasia in Italy, ca. 1500–1550, with reference to parallel forms in 

European lute music of the same period, Diss., Harvard University, 1961, pp. 224f., 300–302, 602–604

Répertoire international des sources musicales, s. B/1, Recueils imprimés, 1536/10.

P. Prosser, ‘Marco dall’Aquila’, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani – Volume 69 (2007)

The Collected Lute Music of Marco Dall’Aquila, edited by Denys Stephens and John. H. Robinson, 

The Lute Society, 2014

F. Zimei, ‘Marco Dall’Aquila a Venezia e Ritorno’, in Architettura e identità locali, Leo. S. Olschki editore, 2013

Special thanks to the Municipality of Reggio Emilia and to Christian Vergalli.

Recording: 2015, Villa ‘Il Mauriziano’, Reggio Emilia, Italy
Sound engineer, mixing & mastering: Antonio Verderi
Cover image: Fresco at the Villa ‘Il Mauriziano’, by kind permission of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia
� & � 2016 Brilliant Classics
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Marco Dall’Aquila: Music for Lute
Sandro Volta
94805

Performing this album dedicated to Marco Dall'Aquila is
lutenist Sandro Volta, one of the most important interpreters
of the Renaissance and Baroque repertoire. His expressive
performance, excellent technique and scholarly interpretation
combine to place this disc, published by the praiseworthy
Brilliant Classics, amongst the most interesting releases 
in recent years.
Alessandro Nobis

Francesco Da Milano: Music for Lute
Sandro Volta
94993

Just as the word genius is all too often misapplied or
overused, so too the word virtuoso; in the case of scholar 
and multi-instrumentalist Sandro Volta, however, virtuoso is
really the only appropriate term. In this, his latest recording,
Mr Volta’s interpretations of Da Milano’s music show off
both his flawless technique (in and of itself a considerable
achievement, given the widely acknowledged difficulty of 
the instrument) and his deep understanding of the music’s
complexities. Da Milano – Music for Lute by Sandro Volta
will, of course, appeal to the audience for early music, but it
should also find favour with the general listener interested 
in hearing music whose beauty transcends time.
Oscar O. Veterano

Sandro Volta

An acclaimed interpreter of the Renaissance and Baroque lute repertoires, Sandro Volta began
making a name for himself internationally towards the end of the 1980s, by virtue of his many
concert performances and recordings. As a soloist and accompanist he has recorded for the
Dynamic, Arion France, Tactus and Brilliant Classics labels. He has won a number of awards,
amongst them France’s Grand Prix du Disque and Diapason d’Or. Involved in the rediscovery of
guitar music of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries and its performance on period instruments, Volta
has published an important study and catalogue on the relationship between music and poetry in
the 17th century, under the title I musicisti e la lirica di Gabriello Chiabrera.

‘Great virtuosity, natural coherence of phrasing, the unfailing intuition of a musician with taste’
‘A resourceful understanding of style’
Diapason

‘Sandro Volta’s lute playing is passionate, intense and stylistically perfect’
‘His musicality, rigor and fantasy perfectly suit the dramatic style’
Il giornale

‘An extremely refined and gifted musician […] a lesson in the history and philosophy of music, in
the musical aesthetics of the past and the present; a contribution to further reflection on just why
we should continue to present and study the distant past’
Il manifesto

‘Sandro Volta achieves his twin technical and musical goals with clarity and intelligence […] thanks
to his very refined style the smallest ornamentation is realised clearly […] the musician is equally at
ease in the most elaborate counterpoint, setting it out with uncompromising crispness in order to
communicate a pellucid interpretation’
Le Monde de la Musique
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